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Dear Donors,

strong investment performance allows for greater charitable resources to have greater impact in the 
community. that’s why we are pleased to report that the san Francisco Foundation’s long term Donor 
advised portfolio finished the year ending June 30, 2013 with a 13.3% investment gain. in the four full fis-
cal years since the worst days of the financial crisis, the portfolio has generated a 61% cumulative return.

these gains not only restored the interim losses generated during 2007-08, but have now left the port-
folio with a 25% cumulative return since late 2007 when markets began their precipitous decline. this, 
in turn, contributed to an 8.3% annualized advance for the decade.

in addition, the Foundation’s endowment portfolio earned a 14.4% return for the year, enabling us to 
address more critical needs in the bay area. growing charitable capital is an important and gratifying 
outcome for our region.

our investment results have exceeded a variety of benchmarks and peer groups during a time where 
the macroeconomic and market climate has been unusually complex. 

central to the Foundation’s success has been a steadfast adherence to the key principles that drive 
successful long-term outcomes:

• Establishing strategy with the long term in mind,

• Maintaining intelligent diversification, and

• Utilizing exceptional investment managers.

given the volatile nature of capital markets, we seek to safeguard our grant activity from market con-
ditions based on two methods. First, our annual spending is calculated based on 16 quarters of asset 
values, thereby smoothing the impact of a single year. second, the board of trustees annually reviews 
and sets the distribution rate for the coming year. For the last budget cycle, the board approved a dis-
tribution rate of 5%.

the complexity of economic conditions and capital markets has increased the challenge of prudently in-
vesting the portfolios. yet, this is precisely the type of period where the Foundation’s highly experienced 
and capable investment committee is of most value in the pursuit of continued long-term success.

thank you and we look forward to continuing our partnership with you to strengthen the bay area for all.

andy ballard     monica pressley
chair, investment committee     chief Financial officer

Growing charitable capital is an important and
gratifying outcome for our region.
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the san Francisco Foundation’s investment committee is comprised of experienced professionals 
responsible for overseeing the Foundation’s investment assets.

anDy ballarD, chair of the san Francisco Foundation board of trustees and chair of the invest-
ment committee, is the founder and managing partner of Figtree partners, an investment firm focused 
on digital media. he is also a senior advisor to hellman & Friedman, where he was previously a man-
aging director.

DaviD FrieDman, immediate past chair of the san Francisco Foundation board of trustees, is a se-
nior principal and chair of the board of Forell/elsesser engineers. he is the immediate past chair of the 
board of directors of the Jewish home of san Francisco, currently serving as chair of the board of the 
Jewish senior living group and trustee of the Jewish home and senior living Foundation.

eDwarD h. mcDermott, a trustee of the san Francisco Foundation, is a managing director of spo 
partners & co., a private investment partnership that makes concentrated, long-term investments in 
public and private companies. 

Key FounDation staFF

monICA pRessleY, chief finan-
cial officer of the san Francisco 
Foundation, has been the Foun-
dation’s chief financial officer for 
10 years, managing the Founda-
tion’s assets, now totaling $1.2 bil-
lion. monica brings to her senior 
management role a wealth of 
expertise in nonprofit community 
service, asset management, and 
strategic planning.
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bob pecK is a managing director of Fpr partners, a private investment partnership focused on public 
equities. he serves on the boards of the Fremont group, the s. D. bechtel, Jr. Foundation, and grace 
cathedral.

John-austin saviano is the founding president and chief investment officer of the berkeley en-
dowment management company. prior to bemco, John-austin was a senior consultant at cambridge 
associates and served on the investment team at the gordon and betty moore Foundation.

sarah stein, a trustee of the san Francisco Foundation, is president of hall capital partners llc, 
overseeing the business development, information technology, and strategy, finance, and funds 
groups. prior to joining hall capital partners, ms. stein worked in the investment management division 
at goldman sachs & co. and at the Fisher Family Foundation. ms. stein was named one of Foundation 
and endowment money management’s 2011 rising stars.

ColonIAl
ConsultInG, llC
has been the Foundation’s 
investment consultant since march 
2000. colonial specializes in pro-
viding investment consulting ser-
vices to endowment, foundation, 
and not-for-profit organizations. 
currently, colonial has 55 employ-
ees including 34 investment pro-
fessionals, and a client base that 
totals 118 with assets in excess of 
$28 billion.

The Investment Committee is comprised 
of experienced professionals responsible 
for overseeing the Foundation’s 
investment assets.
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the 12 months ending June 30, 2013 provided a fourth consecutive year of gains for the Foundation’s 
long term Donor advised portfolio as it rose 13.3% net of investment management fees versus a 12.7% 
advance for its customized benchmark. this result represents a top quartile outcome relative to the 
russell/mellon universe of endowments and foundations.

of greater significance is the fact that the long term Donor advised portfolio has now risen 12.6% per 
year for the period June 30, 2009 to June 30, 2013. this outcome is 1.0% per year ahead of the cus-
tom benchmark and 2.4% per year above the median return in the russell/mellon universe of endow-
ments and foundations. the endowment portfolio earned 14.4% for the prior year and 13% per year for 
the four-year period ending June 30, 2013.

strong investment results are the product of our investment committee’s consistent strategy through 
the financial crisis and the theory that prices within capital markets are attractive for a long-term inves-
tor. the willingness to maintain a long view was exceptionally important and left the Foundation with a 
portfolio able to generate significant returns once markets stabilized. 

in aggregate, we are very pleased with the performance of the portfolio during the last year and over 
longer time frames. while market volatility is unpleasant given today’s complicated economic climate, 
it also provides a source of incremental return for the Foundation. 

the benefit of pooling the community’s charitable resources never has greater significance than in 
these periods, and demand access to the very best investors and this remains the ongoing objective 
of the Foundation’s investment committee.
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ANNUALIZED RETURNS AS OF JUNE 30, 2013
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ENDOWMENT1

Endowment Benchmark2

LONG TERM DONOR ADVISED1

Long-Term Donor Advised Benchmark2

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE1
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SHORT-TERM1

CPI

SUPPLEMENTAL INDICES

CPI + 5%

80% MSCI AC World/20% Barclays Aggregate

COF Community Foundation Median
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1   returns are net of investment management, trading, and custody fees.
2  these benchmarks are custom blends of several third-party indicies and do not reflect the 
    cost associated with purchasing, selling, or holding the securities included in the indicies.



perFormance summary
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The willingness to maintain a long view was exceptionally 
important and left The San Francisco Foundation with a portfolio 

able to generate significant returns once markets stabilized.
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the san Francisco Foundation’s assets are invested in one of four investment portfolios based on 
fund type and objective. Funds to be managed for perpetuity are invested in our endowment portfolio. 
Donor advised funds may be invested in our long term portfolio, socially responsible portfolio, short 
term portfolio, or a custom blend of these three portfolios.

enDoWment poRtFolIo 

Designed for: maintaining asset value in perpetuity while serving the current 
needs of the community

investment strategy: inflation-adjusted return consistent with a 5% distribution rate
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investment obJectives

lonG teRm poRtFolIo

Designed for: Donors choosing to impact both the current needs of the commu-
nity and those of future generations by enabling reasonable liquidity and main-
taining value over time

investment strategy: Diversified portfolio that provides an inflation-adjusted re-
turn consistent with a 5% distribution rate and allows flexible grantmaking

soCIAllY ResponsIBle poRtFolIo

Designed for: Donors choosing to impact both the current needs of the commu-
nity and those of future generations 

investment strategy: balanced portfolio of securities from issuers screened for 
social responsibility in areas such as environment, workplace, product safety, hu-
man rights, and corporate 
governance

sHoRt teRm poRtFolIo

Designed for: Donors choosing to impact current and near-term needs of the 
community by maintaining liquidity for grantmaking 

investment strategy: short duration portfolio whose targeted return matches or 
exceeds inflation



      US Equity

      International Equity

      Alternative Investments

      Fixed Income

      Cash & Short Duration     

*Source: Pax World Investments (6/28/2013)

we establish asset allocation targets consistent with the investment objectives of each portfolio. For 
the long term portfolio and the endowment portfolio, targets reflect our philosophy that equities and 
alternative investments offer high returns potential over extended horizons.

actual allocations are managed within a policy-defined range of these targets, with rebalancing to 
target when appropriate. we believe that our allocation policies lead to long-term success in meeting 
investment objectives under a variety of market conditions. market timing is not part of our investment 
philosophy. strict adherence to asset allocation policy eliminates the temptation to predict short term 
market behavior and the associated risks.

asset allocation targets
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asset allocation
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Asset Class   manager        % of portfolio

us eQuity   spo partners        
    san Francisco partners        

large cap eQuity  adage capital         
    blackrock russell 1000 index       
    Focused investors        

miD cap eQuity  artisan partners        

small cap eQuity  Dimensional Fund advisors       

non-us DevelopeD  sprucegrove international       
eQuity   gryphon international        
    cevian capital         

non-us emerging  eaton vance         
marKets eQuity  westwood emerging markets       

investment graDe  income research & management      
FiXeD income  vanguard short term bond       

high yielD FiXeD income post advisory         

global bonDs  colchester global bond       
    mondrian global bond        

multi-strategy  King street capital        

heDge FunDs  regiment capital        
    canyon capital advisors       

healthcare sector baker brothers         

long/short eQuity  Forester offshore        
    lansdowne         
    theleme Fund         
    hoplite offshore        
    brookside capital        

private eQuity  the investment Fund for Foundations      
    the common Fund        
    thoma bravo Fund X        
    amplify partners        

private Debt   regiment special situations v       

private real assets metropolitan real estate       
    lba realty         
    merit Fund h         
    cross harbor X        
    patron capital         
    shorenstein Fund X        
    Denham capital vi        

DistresseD securities varde partners X        
    varde partners iX-a        

cash    cash          

    total long term        
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investment managers

3.06%
0.67 %

10.85%
6.10 %
5.95%

4.43%

4.86%

6.33%
6.23%
3.86%

2.72%
2.54%

5.81 %
2.43%

1.80%

2.77 %
2.57%

3.47 %

2.68%
2.56%

1.60%

3.10 %
2.62%
1.89%
1.83%

0.01 %

2.79 %
0.58%
0.15  %
0.13  %

0.33%

1.02%
0.43%
0.19  %
0.11   %
0.10 %
0.08%
0.05%

0.70%
0.58%

0.02%

100.00%



manager selection

Over 15 years, the portfolio has delivered 
higher return with lower volatility.
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the san Francisco Foundation implements our asset allocation strategy by combining index funds 
and active investment managers. working with our investment advisor, colonial consulting, we closely 
monitor performance, adherence to strategy, and the risk exposures of each of its managers. 

new managers are added in order to improve diversification and to enhance the prospective perfor-
mance of the portfolio.

For a complete list of profiles of our investment managers, please login to 
Donor center: Donorcenter.sFF.org.
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among the challenges facing investors during the past few years, have been abnormally low interest 
rates on cash and fixed-income instruments. savers, and those seeking less volatile investments, have 
been forced to accept lower returns or assume different risks than they might otherwise choose.

low interest rates have generated numerous challenges during the past few years. the Foundation 
has had success by recognizing the long-term role of bonds within its investment strategy, while also 
carefully managing the risks they present at various points in time.

beginning in may of this year, conditions appear to have changed as an unusual dynamic took hold.  
Fears of inflation declined, while interest rates for intermediate- to longer-maturity bonds increased.  
this is atypical, as investors typically demand higher income from bonds when concerns regarding 
higher inflation are taking hold.     

to the extent that inflation is not a problem, higher interest rates are likely to be good news for inves-
tors and directly impact the Foundation’s investment strategy.

the san Francisco Foundation pursues a highly diversified approach that utilizes equities, debt, and 

alternatives based on the prospective returns and risks of each — and the degree to which they form 
a cohesive strategy in concert with one another. higher interest rates increase prospective returns 
from bonds, thereby increasing their ability to compete for a portion of the portfolio.

as interest rates have been abnormally low for some time, the Foundation and its managers have insti-
tuted strategies that provide some protection from rate increases. this helped mitigate risk, enhanced 
investment results, and was not motivated by predictions regarding when or how interest rates would 
increase. instead, the strategy is centered on long-term outcomes and a desire to control exposure 
to unattractively valued assets.

a more attractively priced bond market is important as fixed-income plays an important role in gener-
ating income, diversifying exposure to equities and hedge funds, and helping to control the level of 
short-term losses that the portfolio produces during difficult economic or market climates.
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high rates, low rates: 
the role oF bonDs in long-term portFolios

While a changing investment climate naturally produces volatility 
and discomfort for investors, the Foundation tends to view such 

periods to be rich in compelling investment opportunities.
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while a changing investment climate naturally produces volatility and discomfort for investors, the san 
Francisco Foundation tends to view such periods to be rich in compelling investment opportunities. 
this approach has generated considerable success as illustrated in the chart below.

return comparison
returns vs. russell/mellon e&F universe (>$ 100 million)
ending June 30, 2013
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to create the right vehicle for your giving, please contact
our Development and Donor services team at 

donorservices@sff.org or 415.733.8500.

at the san Francisco Foundation, we work hand-in-hand with the most effective groups and leaders 
to make a real, lasting impact. as the community foundation of the bay area, we’re in it for the long 
haul – we invest in people, organizations, neighborhoods, and policies that ensure generations of bay 
area families the promise of a bright future.

a leading agent of bay area philanthropy since 1948, our family of donors and our focused, long term 
investment strategy have grown our charitable assets to $1.2 billion - ranking the Foundation among 
the nation’s largest community foundations in grantmaking and assets. together, we are building a 
better bay area.

ruben D. orduña
vice president, Development 
and Donor services

shona carter
Donor relations officer

sindy l. craig
planned giving officer

Jackie Downing
Donor relations officer



WAYs to GIve
Just as the needs of our communities change, the vision of people building their own philanthropic 
traditions in partnership with the san Francisco Foundation is dynamic and evolving. to support this 
tradition, generation after generation, we offer a number of powerful philanthropic vehicles for indi-
viduals, families, or businesses.

DonoR ADvIseD FunDs
For individuals and families seeking active involvement in philanthropy, Donor advised Funds create 
a working partnership with the san Francisco Foundation. through your Donor advised Fund, you 
can make specific recommendations for grants to nonprofit organizations in writing, over the phone, 
or electronically through our online Donor center.

peRmAnent enDoWeD FunDs
you may choose to create funds that will express your charitable interests in perpetuity. these funds 
direct annual support to an issue that you select - or to specifically named charitable organizations -  
and enjoy the investment returns of our endowment portfolio. endowed funds can be created during 
your lifetime, or by testamentary gift.

ImpACt FunDs
our impact Funds invest in powerful and effective nonprofit organizations in the bay area and lever-
age our collective investment to enhance our community. please visit our website to view our current 
impact Fund giving opportunities.

BeQuests
you may bequeath a sum of money, a percentage of an estate, or a particular asset to the san Fran-
cisco Foundation. whether designated for a specific purpose or unrestricted, in your memory or in that 
of a loved one, we will work with you to create a lasting tribute.

CHARItABle tRusts
using cash or assets valued at $100,000 or more, you can create an irrevocable charitable remainder 
trust. as trustee, the Foundation invests and manages the trust, which generates income for you while 
passing the remainder to the Foundation to distribute according to your charitable goals. we can dis-
tribute assets to nonprofits you wish to support, but require that 50% of the remainder be left to the 
san Francisco Foundation.
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we invest in change.

Join us.



one embarcadero center, suite 1400  san Francisco, ca 94111  415.733.8500  sff.org

we invest in change.


